m (G,k) be the number of k-matchings in the graph G. We write G1 -~ G2 if m (Gl,k) <_ m(G2,k) for all k = 1,2,.... A tree is said to be starlike if it possesses exactly one vertex of degree greater than two. The relation T1 -~ T2 is shown to hold for various pairs of starlike trees T1,T2. The starlike trees (with a given number of vertices), extremal with respect to the relation _, are characterized.
INTRODUCTION
Ordering of graphs with respect to the number of matchings, and finding the graphs extremal with regard to this property, has been the topic of several earlier works [1] [2] [3] [4] . These results have chemical applications, in connection with the so-called total 1r-electron energy [5] [6] [7] .
Let G be a graph without loops and multiple edges. For k being a positive integer, m(G, k) denotes the number of k-matchings in G, that is, the number of k-element sets of independent edges of G. In addition to this, it is consistent to define re(G, 0) = 1 for all graphs G, as well as m(G,k) = 0 for k < 0.
If for two graphs G1 and G2, the relation re(G1, k) < m(G2, k) is obeyed for all values of k, k >_ 1, then we say that G2 is m-greater than G1 or that G1 is m-smaller than G2 and write G1 -~ G2 or G2 __ G1. If G1 _ G2, but not G1 ~ G2, then G1 is strictly m-smaller than G2 and G2 is strictly m-greater than G1, which we denote by G1 -~ G2 or G2 ~-G1. If both relations G1 _ G2 and G1 ~ G2 are valid, then G1 and G2 are said to be m-equivalent (which does not mean that they need to be isomorphic). If neither G1 _ G2 nor G1 _ G2, then G1 and G2 axe said to be m-incomparable. The relation_ induces a quasiordering in any set of graphs.
In what follows, we shall need a few elementary results on the number of matchings and on the quasiordering ~ [4, 8] . LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a graph and e its edge connecting the vertices u and v. Then
/£ the degree of the vertex u is unity, then A graph consisting of disconnected components H1 and/-/2 will be denoted by H1 U/-/2. /(,~ denotes the n-vertex graph without edges. A tree is a connected graph without cycles. A tree in which exactly one vertex has degree (= number of first neighbors) greater than two is said to be starlike. The n-vertex tree in which no vertex has degree greater than two is the path P,~.
The set of all starlike trees on n vertices, in which the maximal vertex degree is d, will be 
COMPARING STARLIKE TREES WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF BRANCHES THEOREM 2.1. If T1 C S(n, dl) and T2 c S(n, d2) and if dl > d2, then either ( a ) T1 -~ T2 or (b) T1 and T2 are m-incomparable.
PROOF. It is sufficient to observe that m(T1, 1) = re(T2, 1) ---n -1 and that for any starlike tree T ~ S(n, d),
implying re(T1, 2) < re(T2, 2) whenever dl > d2.
|
Both Cases (a) and (b), specified in Theorem 2.1, may occur. For instance, the tree T(2, 2, 2, 1) c S(8, 4) is strictly m-smaller than T(4, 2, 1) E S(8, 3), whereas the same tree is m-incomparable with T(5, 1, 1) e S(8, 3).
THEOREM 2.2. If T1 C S(n,d), d >_ 3, then there exists a tree T2 E S(n,d-1), such that T2 ~-T1.
Before proving Theorem 2.2, we introduce a few abbreviations in order to make the formulas that follow more compact. Let T(bl, b2,..., bd) be a starlike tree, such that the lengths of two of its branches are x and y, and the lengths of all other branches are fixed. Without loss of generality, we may choose bl = x and b2 = y. The ordered (d -2)-tuple b3, b4,..., bd will then be denoted by b, so that instead of T(x, y, b3, b4,..., bd) we write T(x, y, b). Further, we denote the tree T(0, 0, b) by R and the forest Pb3 U Pb4 U ... U Pb,L (which is obtained by deleting the branching vertex from T(0, 0, b)) by R'.
PROOF. We show that T(x, y, b) c S(n, d) is strictly m-smaller than T(x + y, b) E S(n, d -1).
Applying equation (1) of Lemma 1.1 to the edge connecting the first branch of T(x, y, b) with the branching vertex, we get
Applying equation (1) Therefrom,
By 
PROOF. Denote m(P~ U P~ U G, k) -

m(P:~+l u Py-1 U G, k) = m(Px U Py-1 U G, k) +m(Px-1 u Py-1 U G,k-1),
from which
Continuing the same reasoning, we arrive at
D1 = (-1) t [,~ (Px-t U Py_t U G, k -t) -,~ (Px+l-t U Py-l-t U G, k -t)],
which in the special case t = x yields
Lemma 3.1 follows now from another application of equation (2): 
PROOF. Denote m(P~ U Py
and applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain
By equation (2),
We are now ready to return to starlike trees. Bearing in mind the notation introduced before the proof of Theorem 2. 
By Lemma 3.1,
and because of
Because R I is a subgraph of R, by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, we conclude that the term
cannot be negative-valued and is strictly positive for at least one value of k -x -1. Thus, we arrive at the following. 
ff z* is odd, and
if z* is even. | Theorem 3.3 shows that by moving, one-by-one, vertices from a longer branch of a starlike tree to a shorter branch, the number of matchings alternately increases and decreases. Those inclined to expect a monotone change of the number of matchings might consider this result as counter-intuitive.
In order to avoid misunderstanding, note that a concatenated sequence of relations, such as Ga -4 Gb ~ Gc -4 G d implies neither G a -4 Gc nor Ga ~ Gc, nor are such (false) implications used anywhere in this paper. A 2 = m(T(x, y, b), k) -m(T(x + 2, y -2, b) , k), decomposing its terms by means of Lemma 2.1 and using Lemma 3.2 instead of Lemma 3.1, we can prove the relation
Considering the difference
This implies the following. Then for any starlike tree COROLLARY 3.6. IfT E S(n) and n >_ 6, then
assuming that T (1, 1,. .
., 1) also belongs to S(n).
In the general case, the relations G1 ___ G2 and G1 ~_ G2 may simultaneously be obeyed by nonisomorphic graphs. In other words, there exist pairs of nonisomorphic m-equivMent graphs. The above conjecture is equivalent to the claim that no two nonisomorphic starlike trees are cospectral.
To see this, recall that the numbers re(G, k) are the coefficients of the matching polynomial (of G) [8, 9] and that in the case of trees, the matching polynomial coincides with the characteristic polynomial [9] . Thus, two trees with equal number of vertices, for which T1 -< T2 and T1 ~ T2 must have equal characteristic polynomials. On the other hand, two graphs are cospectrM if and only if they have equal characteristic polynomials.
